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Issuance activity 2020: January – October
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Availability 2020: January – October
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Availability RAMSES and T2S in 2020: January - October

◆ RAMSES 100% 

◆ RAMSES GUI incidents:

◇Weekend 15 August 2020: update of a Big-IP component at NBB level to improve security and performance

- 'the learning of the legitimate traffic ' needs to be rebuilt  the Application Security Manager (ASM webapplication firewall) can lead to unexpected 
behavior. It tries to find suspicious patterns in requests. It can therefore let some clients through and others not. It will first learn what is "normal" and 
then block what seems abnormal to him. Impact is possible for several days. 

- Eight Participants were blocked in GUI access and needed to be deblocked manually. NBB-SSS offered free Act on Behalf. 
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Availability RAMSES and T2S in 2020: January - October

◆ T2S: 

◇ See outcome ad hoc UC meeting 15/4/2020

◇ 25/26 May 2020: 433 minutes 

- Start NTS at 23:01 CET, closing NTS incident until 03:49 CET, mismatch IDB and ODB, settlement engine restarted at 10:17 CET

- Root causes: very high volumes for NTS, exceeding limit for a specific algorithm

- This led to a total of 1,835 Securities positions and 22 cash balances ending up with negative balances, due to the settlement of transactions which 
had occurred based on outdated cash balances and securities positions. The positions on the issuance accounts for all the ISINs managed in T2S 
were always coherent with the overall sum of the relevant positions on the customers’ accounts. The 4CB committed to providing both the list and 
details of the missing/incorrect sese.025 messages and the list of accounts with negative securities positions, together with the transactions that 
caused the issue.

- Although it had never happened before, the Eurosystem is performing a full software review on T2S to enforce its resilience to all contingency 
situations and will deliver the survey and exchange with the market community by end January 2021.

◇ 27 May 2020: Delay NTS by 50 minutes

- Missing camt.019 sent for End Of Day. Hence, less time for reconciliation and corporate actions generation. Hence, a CSD requested a delay for
NTS. 
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Availability RAMSES and T2S in 2020: January - October

◇ 22 June 2020: Unavailable for 72 minutes at 05:00 CET:

- The connection towards SWIFT had gone into an abend. An outdated script launched during the technical rotation performed on 20/06/2020  
routing the traffic to wrong SWIFT VPN Boxes. 

◇ 30 June 2020: Delay NTS by 39 minutes

- An error in a job which is supervising the generation of the auto-collateralisation templates during the Start of Day phase. 

◇ 1 July 2020: Delay NTS by 60 minutes

- A job in the Settlement Module was in error, preventing the closure of the event. A manual intervention was needed to resolve the underlying error 
on the job, causing a delay in EOD. CSDs requested more time for reconciliation and corporate actions generation

◇ 12 October 2020: Delay RTS by 144 minutes

- Detection camt.019 at restart RTS at 05:00 CET not sent but whole inbound and outbound message flows were impacted. Liquidity transfers from 
and to TARGET2 were also affected. From 05:00 around 17.000 incoming and 1369 outgoing messages were progressively parked in separate 
backout queues.

- Root cause: the component dealing with signature validation and creation was not working due to a side effect of a change deployed over the 
weekend. The configuration was corrected at 7:23 CET thus re-establishing both inbound and outbound traffic. From this point onwards all new 
traffic could be processed normally, while the messages from the backout queue were reinjected. It turned out that the standard reinjection 
procedure was not possible because of an unexpected error code. It was then necessary to involve the Last Level support. This activity lasted from 
12:50 CET until 15:46 CET. 
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Availability RAMSES and T2S in 2020: January - October
◇ 23 October 2020: TARGET2 failover: 

- Root cause: a software defect of a third party network device

- Communication by ECB on 25/10/2020 : incident and impact

- Communication by ECB on 28/10/2020 : root cause and status

- Communication by ECB on 16/11/2020 : ECB announces independent review of payments system outage

- NBB-SSS communication by e-mail on 24/10/2020: T2 failover – impacts on T2S Day Schedule – impacts on RAMSES: date incident with semt.002 -
CA generation during T2S MWI, executed on 26/10/2020 at 05:00 CET instead of NTS
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Availability RAMSES and T2S in 2020: January - October

◇ 13 November 2020: Unavailable inbound LT from TARGET2

- End MWI on Sunday 15 November 2020 at 6 PM

- Settlement Efficiency not negatively impacted for the business day

- Root cause:
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Settlement efficiency 2020: January - October
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Administrative fines 2020: January – October
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